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INTRGDUCTION
Much has been said elsewhere on the subject of "legal
education" in r,Ialaysia~ 1 This paper will attempt to avoid any
duplication of what has already been wri tten on the subj eot ,
Suffice to confine itself to an evaluation of the whole course
structure, syllabus and teaching methods in order to see what the
future can hold for legal education in this part of the wo r-Ld,
Today, Malaysia is facing a problem of shifting academic
emphasis. In the 1960's, 7~tofqn~versity g~~duate$ came out from
the Arts stream, and 307~from the Science stream. Today, the
percentage is about 60% to 4~G, and in the 1980's the percentage will
be about equal. Again, in the Arts stream, more and mor_G_st1,J..c;1ent.s
have shifted in the academi,c emphasis from the traditional liberal
arts to professional courses, such :as law, accounting,: valuation,
town and country planning, etc. This ..ras done in response to a _
changing pattern of society, from a traditional agricultural
society to a modern semi-industrial SOCiety. The changing of emphasis
was largely due to the availability of such professional courses in
Malaysia itself.'
It is feared that with the changing of emphasis, more and
more brilliant students - the cream of. the student popul.at aon >
Would be inspired to do degrees in the Science stream, such as
medicine, engineering, dentistry, etc. thereby leaving t~1Caverage
or below average students to do degrees in the Arts stream, such
that we have brilliant medical doctors, but mediocre lawyers,
planners and politicians.
Bearing that in mind, the questions to be ~sked are
these: I'Jhat type of legal education do we need for Nalaysia in the
year 2000 and beyond? How many lawyers do we need? Howmany
legally qualified people can Halaysia usefully employ? Hhat type
of lawyers do we need? Howmany students aspire to study law?
Howmany graduates who are ,vorking 'Ivant to study law? Tho number
of questions is endless.
This paper does not pretend or claim to be a crystal
ball. It is purely intended to provoke some initial thinking
and later to encourage scientific research - either by the
government or by private individuals and students - to inquire
into these questions. The f.1anpo>verPlanning Unit of the Prime
~hnister's Department puts law as the lowest priority, for the obvious
1See Ahmad Ibrahim, "The Law Teacher in r,lalaysia", (1976) 3 JMCL',
pp , 251-264, AhmadIbrahim "Legal Education" in The Re.12ort·of
the First ~lalaysian Latv Conference, 15th - 17th July, 1971,
Pp. 91 - 128.
L.A. Sheridan, "Legal Educa't i cn" in (1961) Ml.J lxxxv.
L.A. Sheridan, nUniversi ty Law", in (1956) MLJ xxviii.
H.R. Hi ckling, "Some Thoughts on Legal Education in
Singapore," (1977) 1 MoJ. xxi i ,
K.G. Machado and A. Rahim Said, "The Ilal.ays i an Legal
Profession in Transition", (1977) 2, IiILJ lxxxiii.
,.
reason that Science and Technology are the vmtchwords for today' s
elite and bourgeois. Many people are interested to find out how
many doctors we need, for health is the key to everything, rather
than how many lawyers vie need to 'fight for our flJ!ldamental rights
and liberties.
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LAHYERSANDFUTURELAlffERS
A. The Lawyers
Today, there are about 1,700 men and ,ommenquali,fi.ed
in law in the whole country. This can be summarised as f'o l kows s
TABLE2.1
LEGALLYQUALIFIEDPERSONSBY SECTOR,
Institutions Numbers
• Government Service 199
Practising Lawyers 1,029
Academicians 41
Others
200a
Sabah
100b
Sarm'lak 200
b
Total 1,700
Sources: Staff List,' 1977
Bar Council,' List of Advocates' and Solicitors, 1977-78•
Add.: ;NewAdmissions to the Bar, (1978) 1 1·1.1.J. Lxxxi i.L
and 1979.'
Handbooks , Faculty of Law, Uni versi ty of 1.1alaya and 1·iara
Institute of Technology, Prospectus, 78/79 •.
a _ Estimates, including tho 78 lawyers who did not
take out Annual Certificate.
b unofficial figures.
.' I
Most, if not all, of such persons are trained in Common
Law countries. About 60?~ of them received their .;trainingin England,
Scotland, 'Hales or Northern Ireland, 3~ in the University of .
Singapore, 1\y~ in the Uni versi ty of MaUzya and a very small number,
a negligible percentage, received their training in Australia and
New .zealpnd.
Of t~ese numbers again, most of them are pure graduates
in Law , A few had a combination of other disciplines such as economics,
arts, social sciences, political science, etc. This''brings us to the
crucial issue. Do we need judges, lawyers and academicians who are
well versed in laws but igno~ant of the society they serve? Is Law
a discipline that is so te~hnical in nature that one should reject
other disciplines?
Going through the law reports, particularly the Malayan.
Law Journal, one would find that 6~~ of the cases have been decided
either on purely legal grounds or on technical gro~nds. Equity and
justice come into play in only a limited number of cases. In other
words, procedure is more important than substance.
B. The Law Students at Home
At present there are 299 law students in the Faculty of
Law, University of Malaya, 49 of whom are expected to graduate in
1980. This number i~illbe increased to 400 in 1981, through an intake of
about 100 students per year.
TABLE 2.2
LAW STUDENTS IN THE
UNIVERSITY OF MALAYA t' ".,'.
(1979/80)
Year Number
, '.
I 105
II '91'
III 54
IV 49
Total 299
32-4- ,,-
I.
c. The Law Students Overseas
No one can give an exact figure of how many law students
are studying overseasc Some give a figure of 400 while others
estimate a higher figure of 800.
Most, if not all, of these students are studying in the
United Kingdom, Singapore, ~ustralia, NeW Zealand and Hongkong.
D. The Law Graduates
The main concern of the graduates from th~·~rtsstream
in recent years has been the frustration in searching for employment.
Some have to wait for as long as three years, while others - the
luCky ones - for six months. Some are looking for employment while
others are looking for suitable appointments.2 The relevant
insti tutions are also concerned with the problem of oversupplying the
graduates. The government, though not the Ministry of Labour and
Manpower, is conGerned with the problem of creating job opportunities
not only for graduates but for everyone.
FortunatelYf at least for the time being, the law
graduates do not seem to be facing any difficulty in seeking
employment. They are either absorbed. into the government service-
immediately af~er their results have been announced, or they get
the opportunity to do their chambering, thereby giving them the
opportunity to practise as advocates and solicitors.
Time will come when Law graduates will find the same
difficulty in getting employment like other graduates from the
Arts stream. To ensure that they retain the "saleability", we must
ensure that not only their standards have been maintained or
'increased, but· also the knowledge that they gain in the university
is omniscience, omnifarious, omnificent and applicable at all times
in all circumstances.
How do we achieve this? An interdisciplinary approach
is the only answer to the problem. liewant our law studerrts to
have some knowledge of economics, history, culture, language,
literature, sociolo~, political science, philosophy, public
administration, management, accounting, public relations, human
relations, religion, natural sciences, and other related
disciplines. Lawyers will lauBh at this suggestion, judges might
be shocked, 3warding bodies m~ght withdraw their support,
acadomt c.ians might brush them off with such remarks as "irrelevant"
or "Lmpc saabLc'",
2There are over 1,000 unemployed graduates in Malaysia
tofuJ.y0 See Utusan Melwu, 30th January, 1979·
,Courses
THE, LA1'l SCHOOL, TODAY _'
At present, 14 compulsory and. 34 optional coursos are
offered to the students in the Faculty of Lavr, 17 from the Faculty and
17 from outside thE?Faculty. However, only 9 Faculty courses were
taken by the students, 'as the Faculty Lmposea a concli tion that a
minimum number of 10 students shoUld opt for a particualr course
before such course can be taught~
;
The courses are as f'o'l.Lows;
TABLE 3.1
COMPULSORY.COURSES
Year Cour~es
J
Malaysian Legal System
Contract
, Torts
II
Oriminal Law
Family Law
Oonstitutional Law
Land Law
III
Law of Association
Equity and Trusts
Evidence
IV Ju r-i spruden ce
Administration
Justice
Civil Procedure
Proj ect Paper'
"
of ,Criminql,.
\.' -
-34:',
f' ,•
• • •
FACULTY OPTIONAL COURSJ.!.'S
Year Courses
II Introduction to International Law
III & IV
•
Public International Law
Administrative La\-l
Islamic Law
Customary Law
Comparative Law
Conflict of Laws
International Business Transactions
Commercial Transactions
Labour Law
Shipping Law
Revenue Law
Banking and Negotiable InstruQents
Insurance
Conveyancing and Landlord and Tenant
Current Problems in International Law
Legislative Drafting
Internqtional Human Rights and
Humanitarian Law
.Staffing
One of the problems - in fact the biggest problem -
facing the Law Faculty is the inability to get enough teachers to
be permanent members of the staff. The attraction in the legal
profession is unmatched. The minimum qualification is very high
but the pay structure is very low compared \,.ith other professional
faculties. A first class honours graduate cannot dream of
becoming an instant lecturer, wher oas his counterpart across the
causeway might be able to be absorbed as lecturer immediately
after graduation.
as follows:
The salary structure at the University of Malaya is
Tutors t 865 - S 1465
Lecturers s 1285 - $ 2205
Associate Professors ~ 2525 - $2865
Professors S 2965 - $3365
Aft.er an initialperiod of two years, a practising
advocate and solicitor will end up earning double of what his
counterpart in the university is getting. After 10 years, he
might even get a five-figure income.
.'
Research
Since its inception in 1972, the Law Faculty of the
Universi ty of Malaya has put emphasis on research by both staff and
students ...Since 1974, research by the staff has been published in
the Journal of r.~alaysianand Comparati vb Law, the ~lalayan Law
Journal and elsewhere. Until June 1978, 47 articles, 25 case notes,
22 legislation notes, and 15 book reviews have been published.
Some members of the staff have also produced some books which have
been published and the Faculty has translated, some of t.h o morc
important statutes into Bahasa malaifsia. In order to encourage
legal writing, an Annual Survey of Malnysian Lnw has been started from
1977.
Research by the students is of two types: thesis by
the r,bster's degree student and Proj ect Paper by the undergraduate
student. So far, 10 theses have been written by tho Mnster I s dogree
students. The topics range from ndministration of justice to
comparative law and Islamic Lntv.
Research by undergraduate students has been confined to the
Project Paper, a compulsory course imposed on the students. A Law
student is required to write a paper' of about 10,000 words on any
socio-legnl topic during the long vacation after completing their
Third Year. So far, 204 project papers hnve boen written, 153:titles
in English and 51 in Bahasa Malaysia. Of these 29 or 14.2;.r.hzrvo
been graded nS excellent, that is papers obtaining a First Class and
with certain editorial work, many bf them can be published.
The Law Library
With an acquisition of 55,000 volumes of textbooks,
reports and journals, the Law Library is adequate for an infant
faculty, but inadequate to cater for 400 students and 40 teachers
in 1981. It is hoped thnt a further grant of $1 million will be
made available under the Fourth Malaysian Plan to'acqui r-eat least
another 45,000.
Examinntidns
The educational system in ~blaysia today is
examination-oriented. A ci1Jldidatemay'score a maximum of nine
distinctions in the M.C.E. examination, yet 'laemay-not even-be'
able to stand on the platform to give in impromptu speech on
such a simple thing as expressing words of thanks.
.\
3' ..,tt.-,8
The same is true with tertiary education. But the Law
Facul ty is an exception. To get Et First C'l asa Honours, he or she3
must not only pass the written examination with flying colours, but must
appear in a viva voce before an Examination Board consisting of about
15-20 examiners and the External Examiner, and be able to produce an
excellent research paper. Uri ttcn examination for the 19 courses
carries a maximumof 757'S of the total marks whiLc the balance 0.f25%
goes to his essays, research, surveys, etc.
This paper strongly feels that the examination oriented
assessment be cut down further to 50"/0 of the whole course •• The
other 5<Y,'~ should be allotted as f'oLl.owst
~for social survey of pr9jects; ,
10%for written assignments, essays, etc.;.
10%for class participation;
10%for translation (testing the ability to
.master the languages).
I~ awarding the 3Yfo of the social survey the le~turer-in-
charge of a course ~lill assign a small proj ect to be undertaken by an
individual or a group of students. For 'example, the criminal law
student \vill have to conduct one i'leek' s field work on any topic
relating to criminal law or criminology, and then write a roport~
He may decide to stand at a street corner and count th~ number of
traffif offenders, for example tho~e who do not stop· at the red,
light, speeding, not woaring crash helmet, etc. ,He vliP ~hen write
aa 2O-page report. He may visit a prison and write a report about .
the prisoners. The 20 marks wiil be awar-ded on the basis of the
report submitted to the lecturers. This wiil apply to all the
19 courses from Year I to Year IV.
This ~lill help to enrich the knowledge of .the student,
teach him to apply theory to practical problems, and more import·.ii1t,
such papers "ill increase the treasure of knowl cdge in the Law
Library.
Four Years or Five Years?
At present, the LaN Faculty of the Univor-sa ty of 1~alaya
is offering a four-year degree course leading to the degree of LL.B.
Honours, The classes aiVarded arc Class I, Class II (Upper), Class II
(Lower) and Class III. Students nr-c required to tako a total of' 20
courses (including a proj oct paper ) and a language, either English
or Bahasa Malaysia.
3S0 far thero was one he and five shes.
It is folt that tho prosent four-~ear course is
adequat eYo prepare a student to be a lawyer, but inadequate to
prepare him to bo a good lawyer. To be a lawyer is one thing, but to
be a good lawyer is something else.
It is recommended that a five-year course be introduced
in the Faculty. This may be divided into t"HOparts - academic and
professional.
A. The Academic Degree (Bachelor of Arts in Law (B.A. Law)
The prosent intake of 100 students per yea~ may be
increased to 200 or even 300 students per year to do a, three-year
course leading to the Bachelor of Arts degree in Law. The coursos
that may be offered are as follows:
Year I
1. Language
2. Malaysian Legal System
3. Law and the fi1alaysian Society
4. Contract
5. Torts
6. One optional from Economics ox Arts Faculties
Year II
1. Language
2. Ehmily Law
3. Criminal Law
4. Constitutional Law"
5. Equity and Trusts
6. One optional from Economics or Arts Faculties
7. Research Methodology (non-oxamination'course)
Year III
1. Language
2. Jurisprudence and Legal Philosophy
3. Law of Association
4. Administrative Law or International Law
5. Islamic Law
6.. Proj oct Paper
~[j.
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Those who pass w i.Ll, then be awarded a degree of Bachelor
of Arts in LC1tv,according to Honours with class or only with a pass
degree. Those who excel, depending on tho number to bo determined
by the government on the needs of the nation, will proceed to do a
further t1vo-year course leading to the LL_B. (professional).
The f'ol Lowing 'courses may be offered.
Year IV
1. Legal_Metb,ods
2. Criminal Procedure
3. Evidence
4. One advanced course
5. Civil Procedure
6. Moot, Public Speaking and Public Relations
7. Managemerrt, Accounting and Taxation
Year V
•
1. General Paper (Ethics, Law and Development, etc.)
2. Pleadings or Legislative Drafting
3. Conveyancing or Company Practice or Bankruptcy
4.. Legal Clinics and Legal Aid
5. Attachment
6. One advanced course
7. Thesis
This paper advocates a new breed of lawyers for' the year
2000 and beyond: lawyers who are responsive to social noeds, and not
la.wyers who are rigid in procedures rather than sub stance , who are b r i L.
but unethical, "Thomay know the intricacies of the law'but hardly
know anything abottt their o~ society.
To achieve this, we must teach our students the concept
of law and development. He must also teach them to find out the
answer-s to such questions as "llh.:l.t role should thc law play in
nation building?" "Can we use lnw as an instrument of development
and as an ugent of change?", etc.
The Role of the Law Fnculty in Society
Since its inception in 1972, the services of. the In''1
teachers in the Lm.,.Faculty arc much sought like "hot cakes", not
only within the university but also outside the univ0rsity. The
university and other institutions are more conscious in knowing
- 11
-,1more about law. The staff are presently engaged in giving lectures ~
to the following institutions:
Ao Within the University
1) Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences
2) Faculty of Economics & Administration
3) Faculty of Engineering
4) Faculty of Medicine .
:B. Outside ;theUniversity
1) Universiti Keb angsaan Malaysia
2) Universiti Tek:nologi Malaysia
3) Universiti Pertanian Malaysia
4) Universiti Sains Malaysia
5) Nilam Puri
6) Intan
7) lE'oliceCollege
8) Armed Forces Staff College
Intake of new students
The Faculty has been accused. by many sectors of favouring
Bumiputras in the intake of new atudent s into the Faculty , thereby
discriminating against non-Bumiputras. This is true, and it was done
on purpose - to restructure society under the New Economic Policyo
Let us look at the statistics.
". v
1.2 -
TABLE 3.3
LEGALLY QUALIFIED PERSON IN PENINSULAR
1-1ALAYSIA,BY RACE, 1978
Malays Ohinese Indians Others Toti
No. fa No. % Noo % No .. % No.
Judicial & Legal 147 73.8 21 10.6 28 14..1 3 1.5 199Service . ._ ." ...- - . - . .. .' " ..-~
Practising
Advocates & .129 12.5 509 49~5 369 35.9 22 2.1 1029
Solicitors
Academicians 18 43.9 6 14.E . 15 36.6 2 4.9 41
Others n. a.. n. a. n. a. n. n. n.
Total 294 23.2 5.36 42.~ 412 32.5 27 2.1
•. .
Sources: Malaysin, St~ff List, 1977
Bar Council, List of Advocates & Solicitors, 19-17::'18-:- ..
Faculty·of Law Handbook, 1978
MIT Prospectus, 1978-79
•
The per-centage of Lcga.lLy qualified Bumiputras in Peninsular
Malaysia is only 23.2% as opposed to 32.5% Indians and 42.2% Chinese.
If admission wer-e to be
might take another two centuries to
because most of the Bumiputrns come
handicapped in terms Of f~cilities:
inadequate libraries or poor access
host of other weaknesses.
based on equal merit, then it
restructure society. This is
from rural areas. They aro
fow books, few good teachers,
to libraries, poor diet and a
Secondly, the legal profession is still within the domain
of non-Bumiputras. In 1978, there were only 129 Bumiputras or 12.5%
in private practice, 49.5% Chinese and 35.% Indians. The racial
composition of the country is 55% Malays, 35% Chinese and 10% Indianso
To offset this imbalance, the intake of Bumiputra Law students has
to be doubled, and with the present intake of 100 per year,
reflecting the ethnic composition of the country, tho balance can
only be achieved in the year 2006, that is 27 yoars from now. Even
if racial composition of the Bumiputras is increased to 700f0 per
yoar, the balance can only be achieved at the turn of tho century.
LEGALEDUCATIONIN THEFU'lURE
The Malaysian educational system has been largely
influenced by the historical, cultural, economic, social and PQlitical
environment. Legal education is an excepti.cn , It has been .influenced
more by the historical and legal environment rather than by the
cul,tural, economic, social and political environment. Ninety percent
of our lawyers received their training overseas •. Instead of
modify'ing our laws to suit our cultural, economic, social and
political nee~s, we import foreign legislation, some in toto, others
with certain modifications. The Companies Act, 1965 and the Trade
Description Act, 1912 belong to the former, while hundred of others
belong to the latter.
Ironically, wo say Malaysia is a+devel oping nation
susceptible to chango. But at the same time, wo read, study and apply
discarded British laws on Civil Procedures for wc'still stick through
thick-and-thin to the so-called" 1951 White Book". Even the colour
of this book has changed from white to dirty grey ages ago. To
be sure, the irony is that tho British judges and Lawyer-s have'
throlVll the "White Book" into the North Sea more than two decades ago,
to find out that the same "White Book" has drifted 8,000 miles aWa:J
to the Straits of Malacca.
iinother so called "development" has been that a man who
claimed himself to be .AbuBakar .AI-Siddique,· the Successor to
Prophet TiIohammad,was fined a total sum of 3,000 cents (three thousand
cents) under the 1912 laws. vfuither we?
Tho Malaysian legal system is basically British in
outlook, substance and procedures. Our judges arc no different from
the British judges. They wear the same wig, the same gown, the same
bib4 as their British counterparts.
This paper strongly feels that we need to have a second
look at our judicial and legal system. We sit in the IYIalaysian
Courts and not in British courts sitting in malaysia. Weadminister
justice in the Malaysian wa~ and not British justice in the
Malaysian l-vay.
Let us plan our strategy in phases so as to avoid any
disruptions in the administration of justice.
Phase I (10 - 20 years; 1980-2000)
1. Planning for legal education
2. .Acquisition of local legal literature as an on-going process.
3. Expansion of tho law library by two-fOld.
4. Translation of statutes, reports and journals as an
on-going pro cess.
5. Implementation of restructurcd syllabus.
4For twenty years, the Speaker of the MalGYsian Parliament, the
President of the Senate and the Clerks of the two Houses wore the
same outfit as their counterparts in the British Parliament but
have changed to look more Malaysian in 1911.
~fW
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Phase II (5-10 yea~s~ 1990-2000)
1. Revie~ of th9 plan
2. If necess~rYt set up a new School of Comparative Law,
devot ed iio teaching of :r slami cLaw. Malc..ysian LmV',
English Law and other ImV's.
3. OorrtInuat i.orrof acquisition, expansion and translation.
Phase III (10-20 yea;s; 2000-2010)
1. Total Reform of procedu~al and substantive laws at both
Federe..l and State Levels.
2. Administrative.Reform of the legal system.
30 Continuation of acquisition, expans i.on and translation.
4. Publication of the Laws of Ma1c..ysia (with annotation) series.
Phase IV (5:"'10years; 2010-2020)
1. Judicial Refcrm
2. Review of the Legal and Judicial System in toto •
•
LEGAL EDUCATION IN SINGf\.PORE'
(Country paper presented at ASEAN Conference on Legal Development, 1979)
The institution. concerned with basic legal education in
Singnpore ia the Faculty of Law, University of Singapore. It was
est~lished in 1957. The other institution whf.ch is also concerned
vrith legal education is the Board of Legal .Education set up in 1967.
The concerns of the Board of Legal Education are with the preparing
and examining of persons for law practice in Singapore.
•
'.!,a£..u}ty o_f Lawl. Uni.vc.EE_ij:,Y of Sin.9.8J2.6~
",', The three' degrees in law offered' by the Facul ty of Law,
Univ~s.ity of Singapore, are the Bache Lor' of Laws, the t-1asterof Laws
and the Doctor of Philosophy.
> •
.~
-tllBachelor<tof Laws
The,Bachelor of Laws is an Honours degree of four years duration,
taken full-tiTn'a.. Part:.;timers however- take two years longer. In the
,) ,initial year's of the Faculty there was a good response to the part-
time course. However in the course of the years the part-time course
has become virtually Don-existent. The reasons for this could be
several. The length of the course, the gruelling nature of law
stUdies and the fact that no special .classes are run in the evening
for part-timers'so that they are obliged to attend classes during
normal working hours may be some of the reasons for the disappearance
of this species of law students.
Curriculum--..... --
The LL.B. Singapore is a first degree in 1a\>l. It is at the
same time an academic as well as a professional qualification;l
"••• it must provide, "first and fo~emos't, a university education in
law and secondly, if that is consistent with the first objective, it
must so frame its bachelor's degree that it 'will be acceptable as a
professional qualification without further formal instruction in
substantive or objective law •••• ,,2 It is this twin fuoction that
has determined the curriculwo content and it is this duality of
function of the degree that has'prompted the revision of the
curriculum from time to time.
The present curriculum came into operation ten years ago.
The objectives of this curriculum are firstly to teac~ the basic
"bread and butter" aubjects~' These are Introduction to Law.
Criminal Law, Torts and Contract Law in Year I, and Family Law,
Company Law, public Law and Land La\tJof Year II. In the Third
and Fourth years the'students are required to read four compulsory
subjects, Trusts and Evidence in Year III, Administration of Criminal
Justice and Civil l>rocedure in Year Dl, and "three optional subjects
in each of these years. The compulsory courses are again the basic
courses and those subjects which a practitioner would need to know.
Secondly, the curriculum is designed so as to enable a
student; a choice of subjects to suit his inclination and ability
and yet ensure that he would have exposure to "perspective" courses
as well as the more technical specialised subjects •
1 The LL.B holder is a 'qualified' person within the Legal
Profession Act 1970, Singapore Statutes Cap.
Cal vert Coornaraswarny and Sheridan "Legal Education in Halaya"
(1960) J.S.P.T.L. 155.
2
By "perspective" courses are meant those subjects which compel
students to appreciate and understand the individual subjects which
they had studied in relation to the whole legal system, courses which
show the interrelation of law and society. which focus on the purpose
and function of law. Jurisprudence, Lawand Society, Comparative Lega
History are someexamples of "per-spectifve" courses. The curriculum
also permits a student to take at the maximumtwo non-law courses
offered by the other Faculties. The availability of these courses is
madenot only on th~ assumption that someknowledgeof non law
subjects is good in itself but also that these3courses would enhancethe students appreciation of the law subjects. Hence they are
offered to the students in the later years rather than in the initial
years of their law studies. The students are not given a complete
free hand in the choice of non law subjects; their choice is within
the selection of subjects madefor themby the Dean. The criterion ~
the Dean uses in making this choice is the supportive ar contextual
element of the non law courses to the law courses taught. For example
the non law subjoct of Sociology of the Family offered by the De~
of Sociology is available to the law student for it should place him
in a better position to evaluate the laws relating to marriage, div~
legitimacy. Likc"lise a student of Publltc International Law's appreci8
of the subtleties of the subject would be enhanced if he were to studY
subject in Political Science.
For the students whodesire only to know more specialised
law subjects there is a list which includes such subjects as
Revenue Law, Banking, Insurance and Shipping Lawto name just a few.
The problem which the LawFaculty faces in respect of its
curriculum 1:1 the desire on the one hand to minimise the practical
incompetence of the raw graduate with the other function of a law
school which is not only to train" journeymenpractitioners" but alSO
"the menwhomust be leaders and set the standards and tone, and
provide the imaginative insights for an important part of the corrmunJ.1
for manyyears after leaving law school. ,,4
As PJ:Qf.T.T.B. Kohasked5 "(i)s it the purpose of the La\\'
School to prepare its students for the practice of law or to give
them a liberal education through the ~um of law?" In an earlier
article on "Legal Education in Malaya" the authors indicated that
these two seemingly opposed objectives are not so. "They are ,
consistent because••• the antithesis between academic and professio~
training is largely illusory.,,7 T.T.B. Kohendorses this view and
explains the non-conflict, he states, "(T)he purpose of the Law
School is two-fold. It is first, to develop the law students abilit)'·
to think logically, to differentiate between the relevant and the
irrelevant, to comnunicate thought effectively and to discriminate
among values. All these qualities are necessary far the successful
practice of law. The second purpose is to give law stwents a deeP
urxlerstanding of the nature of the legal process and of the basic
principles of law. This knowledge is also necessary for the practic'
of law.,·8
6 Cal vert. Coomaraswarny
(1960>J.S.P.T.L. 155
Ibid-
and Sheridan "Legal Education in t-talaya"
3 See T.T.B. Koh"Legal Education Singapore" (1968) 9 Me Judice
21 at p. 25.
4 Per Dean Griswold "The Future of Legal Education" (1953)
5 Journal of Legal Education 438 at pp. 443-4.
5 T.T.B. Koh"Legal Education in Singapore (1968) MeJudice 21 at
7
8 T.T.B. Koh2£• .5!.!. at pp; 25-26
However, the recurrence of curriculum changes in the Law
School indicates that while in thcaryand in logic the conflict
between the brIO aims of the law school is more apparent than real, in
practice it may be differ~nt. Practitioners demand that the law
graduate should be able to handle problems of la~l practice deftly
almost from the first day of life as a practitioner. So it has often been
suggested to the Law Faculty that Conveyancing the life-blood of a
Singapore practising lawyer should be made a compulsory subject. The
current availability of this subject as an option is to this group of
practising advocates and solicitors insufficient. On the other hand
there are those who feel that the Law Faculty should not pander too
much to the demands of practitioners and at the expense of its role as
an academic ins titution where minds and 1ntcUeet$ are ~qllg
It is said that it is not the subject but how it is taught
that is important so that a very practical subject like Conveyancing,
or Civil Procesure can be taught in such a "'lay that it is much more than
the imbibing of rules. It is tboMl said that there need not be such
conflict between what is practical and what is academic. The truth of
this is not disputed. However in practice it is difficult to achieve as it
demands a teacher who is familiar with the rules and who can teach them
in an intellectual way. Moreover in the rather limited time of one
academic year there is a tendency where a choice has to be made to
sacrifice the teaching of the "wherefores" and "oughts" for what "is.1I
The many changes, in the early years, of the Law Faculty's curriculum
reflect the swing between the different schools of thought. The existing
curricul urnis a compromise. The technical and relevant (in terms of law
practice) subjects are available as options, likewise the seemingly less
relevant but intellectually demanding Subjects. The scheme of options is
devised to ensure thClt the stUdents are exposed to some subjects from
each category.
There is a close interrelation between phases of a country's
growth in its social political and economic aspects, and law.SA
Thus lawyers should be suitably and adequately equipped not only to
react to changes when they come but to take a lead in effecting them.
This is another demand on the La". Faculty which affects curriculum
content as ~lell as how the subjects should be taught.
Thus the current curriculum content reflect an attempt by
the law school to satisfy all three objectives as stated. The long
list of compulsory subjects seeks to satisfy the demands of the profession
that a graduate should emerge from the law school equipped with same
basic knowledge of the subjects with which he would most likely be
confronted as a practising lawyer. The list of "perspective" optional
Subjects and the availability of certain non-law subjects to the senior
students reflect the other demand on the law school to produce a
graduate with a liberal education in law. Finally, the list of
specialised optional subjects seeks to satisfy the student who desires
to specialise at this stage of his ce.roor. By this list of optional
sub jects the law school hopes to offer subjects that reflect the
pllrticular needs of the country.
Teachins Methods
The most conmon method of instruction is the bi-weekly
lectures followed by a tutorial. This method 1s used where the
number of students taking the course is large.
SA See S.M. Thio ''The Role of the Law Schools in the Developing
Nations" (1969) Mal. L.R.M. Cheang "Legal Education and its
role in the Future of Singapore" 4 lAilASIA 53.
The othel: method of instruction is throu<Jh seminars. This is used
whor-e the number of students ta.king the course is smaller.
~.Jithinthese blO main methods of instruction there is much
div~rsity. The tutorials can be grouped into two kinds, those which
are closely structured with problems set in advance for discussion and
those which arc totally unplanned and free flowing. The latter style
makes §r~uter demand of a tutor and different groups would have
d.iff cr-cnt;tutoriu.l content. For this re(\son where there is more than ort
teacher for the course and when there: are younger teachers the closely
structured tutorial is to be preferred.
Seminars too differ in thu.t some students are required to
deliver pa.P'l:Son given topics. These are then subjected to criticisms
from their colleagues. In others the t.cachcr leads the semtnar discusS!i
Hhere students tend to be quiet and unresponsive to the teacher's
questions, the type of seminars where students ure required to prepare
pU.pers Llndto discuss it ure morc successful.
Lectures also differ in style. Some lc~tures are conducted
in the case class and problem mct.hod, ot.hcrs seek to lay down the
bronc' frmnework of the subject, yet others concentro.te on individual
problem areas in a given subject. Of these it wouLd be fairly true
to say that the case class and problem method has not taken firm root
as yet. The reasons are many, but perhaps the main reasons would be tne
relati ve inexperience of the teachers \1ho themselves may never have bec!l
exposed to such a. method of instruction. I'-loreoverthe problem is
compounded by the general reticence of Singapore students. Successful
case classes ~ave been conducted where the classes .are smaller and
where there are casebooks on the Subject. The remaining styles of
lectures are determined by the availability of text books on a subject.
Itlherethe:se exist then lc-cturers may \vith case of mind concentrate on
the problem areas leaving the students to cover the syllabus on their
own. However, where there are no adequat._:,text books the lecturers
are compelled to cover the syllabus •
•
Examinations~.-.~-.:..;;...;.~
Whatever the disadvu.ntages of sit down ~~aminations they are
a necessc~y evil of educational institutions. It is the acknowledged
task of educationists to minimise the limitations of the system;
these arc mainly that the 3 hour paper tends to tax the memory rather
thnn intelligence, that there is too much concentrated pressure on the
student at the end of the year, and that thcre is hardly any
appr-ox.i.matrion to the conditions a lawyer is likely to work under in
real life.
In the Law Faculty we are mindful of the defects of the
traditional 3 hour sit down exar.rinationalthough they form the
main m",thod of asscssment , To answer the criticism that such
exiJ.l1'Linationstend to tax the memnry power's of students rather than
intc:lligl.!nct:stUdents are pe;rmittE::daccess to relevant lcgislntion
in the examin tion hnll. L,tcly we are also trying out the 'open boo)C'
examination.
The drawback 0 this is that SOIne stud nts feel that as the
cases and othl:)rm<lterial will be available in the exu.min tion hall
they need not be so familiar with them bcf'ore thL!cxarrd.nat.Lon ,
This is of course not so.
In addition to the 3 hour sit clown oxami.na tLon, in most
courses the f i.ncI uss(:ssrrt':mt is eLso dependent; on cLasar oorn pcrf ormancc
arid pcr-f ormonce at a term papcr , The wc:iC]htage Clttclhc..:d to these
var Lous mot.liods of aSSCSSlT'l:ntis qoncr-a l Ly 10% for c'l as s performance,
20-25',:(' for term papers and the ba Iunco on tho.::end of year exnrrd.nnt.Lon ,
j.;ost of the assessmc..:nt is based on a studorrt ' s written work.
Aport from cl.oss p(~r.formunce, in the Finl'll Yf},(\r'5 cxorrd.na+Lons s t.udo. .s
may he called for a ::f_iy2.~ to de::terminc the precise qrridc that a
studunt should hove wl'V..r c some doubts on this nr~ rr-Lsod on his writtcl'.
worl::.
In kecping \-lith the thinfting th.!\t a stuc.llJOtt S f'1~1 qri1dC or cl~ S'l'to\Ud r
be bused l'1(.;rQlyon the final yeur's work, but that his other years'
pcr-f orrnanco should ol.so be reflected in his final rilnking, the results
of the' students pcr formence in the second , third and fourth years un.!
weighted in the fo11oHing manner ~. 20~~for the second year, 40%
for the third y~i1r and 40% for the:! fourth year.
}justcr of LClWS----.- ..-.------
The degree of Haster of LClWSis open to any person who is
either a LL.B degree holder frot:. thc University of Sing<J.pore or to
graduates in la\:1 from any other University that the Scnat.e mey approve.
The degree is currently obtainnLle only by way of submission of
l'l thesis of abou.t 40,000 words. This hil~ to be written under supc.:rvision
of one of the members of staff of the Law Fnculty. The minimum period
of candidature is 1 year and the mC'.ximumperiod is 3 yeurs.
Currently there nre persons registered for the degree. They nrc
lawyers doing it on a part-time bas i s , 13eCil1.1SCof this there have been
many casul ties. Anot.h. ..:r constraint on the LL.}1. programme is the
availability of suitable persons on the staff for supervision. The
Facul ty is ~. small one and much if not all of its resources is spent; on
undergraduate teaching.9 It hCls been said that in view of the rigour of
an IL.n. by thesis bearing in mind that the bulk of our LL.f·1.
candidates are doing it part-rbrne, the LL.f.1. by coursework and mini-
thesis should be rcsusitated.
Such a LLoN. proqramme could be the answer to two discl~rnible
problems of the Law Faculty nnd of the legal profession. As indic2ted
earlier the Law Faculty's list of optional subjects try to take into
account the desires of a student to develop a c~rtain amount of
specialisation. Some of these subjects arc re~lly too demanding for
an undc..:rgraduate course. Further th\..!re seems to be. a growing dorno nd
by young lawyers for acquiring knowledge on those Subjects which they
never did whilst in loW school. There is no way at the mOnl\.!ntwhereby
they could get such training except through ~xposure Clndos~osis in
prilctice. 'rhus if there be such an LL.H. prograrrrne then those
qrnduat.cs who It/ish to specialise in a given area of Inw may do so at
postqradunte level. This would also provide addild of .,continuing legul
educntion for the younger lawyers. The avuilabilH:y of such a
pr oqz-emncwould then necessitate a review of the undcr qrnduat.a opt.Lonaj,
subj~~ts, so thot instead of adding more subjects to the list to meet
with the chnnging needs of society, it should b() the LL.t1 courses that
should be determined on this criterion.
9 See S. JayaJcumar "Twenty one YCilrS of the Faculty of Law,
UniVersity of SinCja[lorc: Reflections of the Denn" (1977)
19 M.L.R. 1 at pp. 18-19
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The Doctor of Philosophy in Lmv is open to a person holding
a Master's degree in law either from the University of Singapore or
from any other University npproved by the Senate. It is obtained by
the submission of a thesis of about 80,000 words on an approved topic
written under the supervision of a member of staff.
The minimum period of candidature is twenty four months
and the maximum period is sixty months. To date there are only
three persons who hold the PhoD in Law from the Universi ty of
Singapore.
The Bo~d of Legal Education
The Boar d of Lerjal, Educution was established by the Legal
Profession Actll with the 'task of providing training, education and
examination of persons intending to practise law in Singapore. The
Board is made up of the httorney-Generul, a judge of the Supreme
Court, four representatives of the legal profession two nominated
by the I-1inisterfor Law, and t.wo nominated by the Law Society,
the Dean of the Paculty of Law University of Singapore and two other
representativ~s from the Faculty of Law.
In order to gain admission to the practice of law a person
must be firstly a "qualified person" who is defined in the Legal
Profession as (a) a holder of a LL.D. from the University of Singapore;
(b) a barrister-at-law of England or of N. Ireland or a member ,of the
Faculty of ,Advocates in Scotland; or (c) a solicitor in England 'or
N. Ireland. Secondly he must successfully undergo the three-month
postgraduate practical course run by the Board of Legal Education
and then he must fulfil a six-month period of pupillage with an
~te <::lJ'd s~1c1tor who has been in active pr2..cticein Singapore for
a period of five out of seven years.12
,The postgraduate Practical course which prepares a
'qualified' ~erso~ for pra~tice is organ~sed und run b~ the B0r§d of
Legal Educntlon VJl th the a.i.dof a part-tune honorary Dlrector.
The courses are taught by practising lav~ers and members of the legal
service on a part-time basis. Accordingly most of the classes are
conducted in the evenings after office hours. In addition to
attending these classes, the students are also required to do such
written work as may be assigned by the teachers of the course and
to pass such examinCltions as may be held.
11 1970 Singapore Statutes Cap. 217
12 ~S. 11
13 Vlhen it was first instituted in 1961 the course was organised
by the Dean of the Law Faculty ill1dtaught by practising
lawyers on a part-time basis. However this state of affairs
was corrected in 1975 when the organisation of the course was
transferred to the Board of Legal Education •
•

It would readily be conceded that the best training for
pract.Lce is practice itself. 'I'h i.sI would imagine is the rationale Lt\
of rending in chambers for budding .barristers and o.rticleship for
aspirinej solicitors. However the ideal has to be trimmed to
accommodo.te the constraints of numbers of law firms able to respond
. b J." k' h .L4to the need and the num er or persons see ci.nq cambers. In ·any
event it VIasalso thought thnt even some aspects of practice can be
ef focbLve Ly "taught" to groups and even made examinable. Th~ in
1961 the first Postgrnduate PrLlctical Course of 3 months was
instituted. The subjects now taught in this course include l\dvocacy
and Trial Practice, Bankruptcy and \linding lip,Incorporation and
Registrntion of Companies, PracticCllConveyancing, Solicitors &
Trusts Accounts, Taxation of Costs, Professional Ethics, LegLll
Drufting, Admiralty Practice, Criminal Procedure nnd Probate and
Administration. On the whole this course may be considered as
successful. But some complnints nevertheless exist. Al t.houqh much
improved the course still lacks consistency in standards expected
of the student in the different courses" Furthe::rwhilst there is
more \vritten work now it is stil insufficient. 'I'he cause of these
rest mainly on the fact tont it is very difficult to get persons
who have the right credentials to teach two hours a week for thre::e
months to a year. Practition0rs with the::experience are busy people,
it is a tremendous sacrifice on their purt to engage in part-time
teaching in the Postgraduate Practicul Course. Additionnlly there
is a problGffiof co-ordinating the courses so thnt they would be
conducted at a similar level and would complement one another. This
is the task of the Director who hns been and still is doing the work
on a part-time basis. Fairly senior practitioners who have the
inclination and who are prepared to find the time can only tnke on
this demnnding post for two to three years at a stretch. Thus there
is need for a full-time Director who could not only coordinate the
courses but also se::tdown some guide::lineson course require::mentsand
s¥ll~bi so that eve::nif different persons were to teach a ~ourse in
differe::ntyears the v3ria1;:i,onin course content and standard would be::
minimised. Such a post calls for a practitioner with considerable
experience and such a person would only be ent.:1-cedfrom what is certClin
to be a lucrative practice by an attractive salary and conditions of
work. Thus it was only when the Law Society finally ugreed to support
the cause that the Board of Legal Education could at last agre::eto
advertise the post.15
The other criticism of the course attacks the very notion
that practice knowho\J can be taught by the traditional classroom
methods. This criticism is in many respects valido It is not
disputed that the Postgraduate Practical course should not dup.l.Lcnt.o
and telescope what has been taught in four years at undergnaduate
level in 3 months. It should train stUdents by requiring students
to perform the tasks that would be expected from them as practising
lawyers, in short they should be made to exercises under supervision
and subject to correction. If this is the mode of instruction then
the institutional method of intraining has the following advantuges.16
14 In any event there are dissatisfaction with this type of profes-
sional training which is dependent on the conscientiousness. and
competence::of the Master. Sec Report of the Committee on Le::gal
15 e Education 1971 Cmnd 4595.
The advertisement combines the position of Director of the
Postgraduate Practical Course with thnt of Secretary to the
Law Society.
16 .The practical training of ~aw graduates for admission to the
legal profession in O~tario Canada has such a scheme. See
Report of the Committee on Legal Eduecation 1971 Cmnd 4595.
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Firstly all students would ~e exposed to all of the more commonly
met with tasks of practitioners. This would to a great extent
answer some of the usual criticisms of intraining schemes (pupillage)
that a set of chambers may not have the varied work, it may be too
specialised; thut a master rnay be too busy to be able to instruct his
pupil. Secondly in view of the gro\ving number of "qualified" persons
there is increasing difficulty in finding a set of chambers for all
persons who wi.sh to be called to the bar. Institutional intraining
woul.d to some ext.ent; ell.evi.at;ethis problem.
It is hoped that on the appointment of a suitable p8rson
as a full-time Director the Postgruduate Practical·course could be
improved so that even \-lithpart-time teaching by practitioners it
would better serve its object of providing a Li.nk between the
undergraduate University training and actual life as a practising
Lawyer ,
Period in Chambers
In addition to attending the 3 months Postgraduate Practicel
course as described above an aspiring advocate and solicitor has to
"read in chambers" for a period of 6 months with a practising lawyer
of not less than 7 years experience.17 This aspect of the profeSSional
training is part of our Common Law heritage. Prior to the Lns t.Ltrut.Lone.l I!
of a part of intraining by thd 3 months .Postgraduate course, the length
of compulsory pURillage prior to being called to the ~ar, was 9 months.
The reason for retaining the system of pupillage albeit for a shorter
period of time is probably attributable to some skepticism as to the
efficacy of the postgzraduate practical course. Horeover 3 months is
too short a time within which to fully prepare the graduate for actual
practice. In any event however good the institutional intraining
programme, a period of pupillage or articles hip is probably still
necessary, for these is no better place to learn the practice of law
th~ in a law office.18 Indeed if the standard of the legal profession
is to be maintained, younq lawyers should not be al Lowed to practise on
their own iQrnediately upon their being called to the Baro
Articled ClerkShip
"Articled clerksll are persons who arc attached or "articled"
to practising advocates and solicitors. Usually they are persons who
are employed in the firms of their "principalll in executive positions.
The period of articles is generally not less than five years. However
for graduates of a university (not necessarily in law) the minimum
Leriqt.h of articled clearkship is three yenr-s , During this period he
is reqLured to sit for and pass such examinations as arc stipulated
by the Board of Legal Education.19
This route to the legal profession has hitherto not been
too popular for the ch~nces of success are fraught with difficulties.
17
18
19
Sll(2) Legal Prof ssion Act 1970 Singapore Statutes Cap. 217.
cr. T.T.Bo Koh 2.E,. ill. at p, 3·
Currently there are four cXClminations: the Intcrm diClte Part I
covering Contr ct, Tort and Criminal Law & Procedure, Int rm
diate Pnrt II covering Public L w, L nd L \1 nd Evd.dence, the
Fin 1 P rt I covering Est b.:s& Trusts, Conflict of Lav» , ..nd
Corron'rcial 'l'rQ,nsact.Lons a d Fin 1 p, rt II cov ring Conv anc.inq ,
Rcv-nu Ltw, Associ tions n Civil Procl ur •
For persons who could not for various reasons, study law in th
University of Singapore but who desLrcd nevertheless to practi:e l' < 0
~he :osier olternati ve to ortided clerkship was to get called to ~;:c
Lngl~sh Bar.20 It was oasa.er a.n the sense that they coul.d study f -
+hes ., .' d o.t" e exanuriatu ons vi.e corrcspon e~ce courses. However with the chanr c
~nentry requiremants M the Counnl for Legal Education in England ~
~t hILlybe thut the art~~led clerksh~p route to the profession would'
be resorted to more often.2l
.~ummar'yand Conclusions
The problems in the fiel~l of legal education may.be posed in
the following contextS: (1) the LLoB. degree offered by the
Facul ty of Lavi (2) the postgraduate professionu.l training (3) the
continuing legal education of members of the profession ..
LL.B. deqree
The basic problem here is one of curriculum content as a
result of the LLoB. degree being also a professional qualification
11 • •The professional lawyer requ~rcs general and broadbased education
to enable him to adapt himself successfully to new and different
situations as his career develops; an adequate knowledge of the more
important branches of law and its principles; the ability to handle
fuct both analytically and synthetically, and to apply the law to
situations of fact; and the cClpacity to work, not only with clients but
also with experts in different dltccipl.inc.c.He must also acquire the professional skills and
techniques which are essential to practice, and a grasp of the
ethos of the profession, he must also cultiv9,te a critical approach to
existing law, an appreciation of its social consequences, and an interest
in, 2nd positive attitude to appropriate development and change. To
achieve these aims, a combination of education at university level and
appr~nticeship in its widest sense is necessary.22 This quotation
from the Report of the committee on Legal Educi.1tionsums up neatly und
compreh2nsively the requisites of a professional Lawycr ," _. The University cannot; be
expected to turn out graduates in law ful-filling all these.
Therefore it is for the university to concentrate on the inculcation
of law ano its principles, the instruction of handling of facts and of
the application of the law to facts, the cultivation of a critical
attitude to existing law, and an appreciation of law in the context
of the society. If all these can be achieved in the four years of
undergraduate study the University would.have mo:e than discharged
its burden. It is futile to attempt to ~nclude.~n the undergraduate
curr-Lcul.um more and more so called "pr.D.ctical"subjects in the hope
that this Hould result in an insti'lntable practitioner. Such an
attempt to be comprehensive '."ouldresult in the mere teaching of rules
without understandinq and superficiality. The emphasis in the
University curricul~l'ShOuld be on the acquisition of.basic
knowledse and understanding of the law and where to f~nd ·it.
22
Under s 2 Legal professio~ l\.~t1970 a perso~ who. h~s ~een
CC111ed to the English Barw induded <:l:C a qua.Li.f.i.ed per son;
TI1C..~reD.rccurrently 15 persons registered as articled clerks.
There D.realtogether 3 persons who have gained entry to the
legal profession via thiS route.
R0port of the committee on Legal :;:;ducation1971 Cmnd 4595
ut p. 42.
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It is hear-tcrdnc to note th'ltthe legal profession in
Singa~)ore has since 1975 accept.od t.hat; it owes some responsibility
for the training of its new recruits. However' the postgraduate
pract.LcaI course can be further improved. The obstacles to improvement
hitherto have been finance and personnel. To the ext.ent; that the Law
Society is willing now to contribute some funds to the Board of Legal
Education one 0:7 the obstc:.clesto having a fulltime Director is removed.
It now remains for the right person to be found. Ideally the course
should be taught duri.nooffice hours and by fulltime professional
staff. Once this is possible, the course could then be lengthened and
the unsatisfactory system of pupillage be replaced entirely. Such an
ideal obviously requires I7loneyand even if this is available there
remains the problem of recruiting suitable personnel. So this remains
a dream. 'l'hereforefor the immediate future the tusk is to find a
suituble fulltime iJirector who would coord.i.nat;e and SUPervise the
teaching of the courses. So long as the system of pupillage remains
necessary masters should be again reminded of their responsibilities
and pupils in turn should be made more aHare of their need still to
lec-rn.
_Continu}_nqleOul education
I'iith the increasing specialisation within each field of law
there has been felt among some luwyers' a corresponding need to learn
about these nc~ branches and developments. Besides, there are those
lawyers who after some years in practice feel that they would like to
acquire knowledge in a law subject which they did not have the opportunit
of rending 1IJhilstat; university.23 To water to this the University
LL.f'ioprogramme should be revised so that graduates in law could
acquire the LLoMo degree through course work und examinution. This
however. would require a more satisfactory and stable stuffing position
in the Faculty •
•
Apart from the revising of the LLol'l.programme which would ta)<:e
some time to implement the Law Society has in recent years conducted
one day or one afternoon seminars on certain cspects of luwo These
I'believe have been quite successful and should be continued.
It has ;)lsobeen suggested thut the LLlWFaculty run weekend
courses on new developments of the various brunches of the law.
Something in this line was conducted by the Law Faculty in September
last year on certain aspc=cts of trunsnctional enterprise investment
laws in Singapore. The problems of holding such seminars relute to
cost;s involved for the funding of suitable spc.:akcrsund participants
and the hiring of premises.
On the whole this aspect of legal education has been
ignored as the emphasis has been on the undergruduate clndprofessiol1ClI
truining. However it would appear- that the time has come When the
profession is forced to take cognisunce of this uspcct of lcgnl
educat.i.on, In this ve have much to learn from the American experience.
23 In recent years there hus been un increasing number of young
graduates who after some years in practice tuke leuve to
reud for the LL.M. in London.

